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I purchased this Fusion titanium in July when it had 15, miles on it. Now in April it has , miles.
Other than routine oil changes, tires, and a couple of minor dealer recalls the car has been
perfect. Still on the original brake pads all other wear parts. Highly recommended. It is still
quiet, solid, and drives perfectly. I drive about 5, miles per month for my work sales job, and
average over 30 miles a gallon every tankful. I was wanting a roomier car. The Fusion drives
very nice. The interior is very quiet! About the only noise you hear is the engine getting up to
speed. So far as far as fuel mileage I just took a trip over the weekend and on mph interstate
roads I got Does anyone else have the 1. The only recommendation I would have is the
passenger seat sits a little low to the ground so maybe have height adjustable seats? Other
than that no complaints about the car! First of all, this is a 4cyl, and it's going to shift like a 4cyl.
The difference is in the EcoBoost engine. When getting on the highway, this thing really has a
lot of pep and get-up-and-go. The ride is so comfortable I've had people say it rides like a Merc,
very smooth, very nice. Mine has a tendency to get "stuck" after reading a text message and I
have to switch the radio on and off again to reset it. It doesn't always hear my voice properly
when telling it simple stuff like, "call dad" Call dad I don't have a funny accent either I speak
perfect English. Defeats the purpose of hands-free when I have to stop and look at my phone to
find the contact I want my car to call. Yes, we're spoiled, 5 years ago this didn't exist. The
transmission sometimes has problems finding the right gear to sit in on inclines, but it's active
assist on the descent saves your brakes and makes up for it. My husband is 6'1" and lbs, he fits
in the front seats very comfortably, not so much in the back though. I feel bad when I have to
stick him back there in favor of my mother. I bought my 1. Last summer I took it on a 4, mile
road trip from Minnesota to Arizona and back with zero issues. I got a combined MPG of Pros:
-Relatively good highway mileage around mpg. If I am careful, I can get up to 36 average. You
can limit the top speed, set a max stereo volume, and have the audio system muted until the
driver and front passenger are wearing seatbelts. Cons: -I live in Duluth, MN. Which is pretty
good for a 1. Fortunately, Ford replaced the part for me with no charge. I definitely recommend
it to anyone looking for a reliable, stylish family sedan at a low price. Overall this is a very
reliable car. It performs well in all kinds of conditions. Once you figure out the car's quirks, they
are not that bad. I am a sales rep and drive about 55, miles per year. I have had my car since
June and it has over 80, miles. It has the original brakes. The original tires needed to be
changed at 50K. The car has push button start. The dealership had to fix this. Don't buy this car
if you expect superior fuel economy. I average Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Fusion. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. So far loving my new Fusion! Items per page:. Write
a review See all Fusions for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Fusion. Sign Up. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. This Ford includes: 1. This wonderfully fuel-efficient vehicle offers a
supple ride, quick acceleration and superior styling without sacrificing MPGs. More information
about the Ford Fusion: The Ford Fusion is a mid-sized sedan and must therefore compete in an
incredibly competitive segment, going up against heavyweights such as the Toyota Camry. On
the other end of the price spectrum, the Fusion can be outfitted with a variety of luxury
equipment, providing a sensible alternative to the entry level cars sold by several luxury
marques. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Odometer is
miles below market average! E Honda's preferred lender is required to get the advertised
internet price. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered with a full
factory warranty. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! It's
the perfect vehicle for keeping your fuel costs down and your driving enjoying up. This Ford
Fusion has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. Ford of Chapel Hills We go
out of our way to provide top quality pre-owned cars, trucks, and SUV's to customers with ALL
credit situations. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Offer is valid through
Our clean title vehicles can be delivered same day to your home or office if you are in San Diego
and we ship nationwide. Open Monday thru Saturday. Other times by Appointment. Up to 34
MPG. Recent Arrival! Auto Provider also has many financing options to choose from with
interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto financing needs and we will provide you with
your solutions. Price is a cash price or with approved credit. Price is subject to change without
notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Everyone hates the gas pump. Skip a few gas stations with this
super fuel efficient FordFusion. This low mileage Ford Fusion has barely been touched. It's the

next best thing to buying new. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to
heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Ford Fusion Titanium. Advertised at wholesale to
sell fast! Or visit us at Now our doors are open to the public. Call today for details Please feel
free to explore our website to see our extensive inventory of new and used cars and SUVs. In
addition to our friendly and knowledgeable sales staff, we also provide financing, service, and
parts for drivers in the Vacaville, Sacramento, Vallejo, and Fairfield areas. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this information, we are not responsible for
any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question
with Dealership personnel. Prices do not include additional fees and costs of closing, including
government fees and taxes, any finance charges, any dealer documentation fees, any emissions
testing fees or other fees. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without
notice. Contact dealer for most current information. Price may include Manufacturer Rebates
and Incentives, please see dealer for details. Off The Shelf Pricing Under powertrain warranty!
Just call -or- email Shane. Redinger CARite. Ask for Nickalea or Genesis for fast answers! We
make car buying simple. We can register cars in all 50 states! Not payable to the state of CT.
Multiple finance programs available, regardless of credit history! It is rated at Easy financing for
every situation and budget! Buy with confidence knowing CARite of CT has been exceeding
customer expectations for 6 years and will always provide customers with great value! Better
Business Bureau Rated! Still under manufacturers powertrain warranty! File photos used. Call
us today to schedule a hassle-free test drive! CARite of CT does not guarantee a recall free car.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
8, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 7, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings
with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing.
Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased this Fusion
titanium in July when it had 15, miles on it. Now in April it has , miles. Other than routine oil
changes, tires, and a couple of minor dealer recalls the car has been perfect. Still on the original
brake pads all other wear parts. Highly recommended. It is still quiet, solid, and drives perfectly.
I drive about 5, miles per month for my work sales job, and average over 30 miles a gallon every
tankful. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. With solid power, excellent fuel economy, provocative
styling and enhanced refinement, the Ford Fusion is a top choice for a midsize sedan. The Ford
Fusion first entices with its handsome styling. A bold grille, curvaceous sheet metal and a
slightly longer and wider body give the new Fusion a sportier and more upscale look than its
predecessor. Underneath, the Fusion is based on a new "world-car" platform from Ford that
offers more structural rigidity for both enhanced safety and improved driving dynamics. And
while the Fusion's exterior dimensions grow only slightly, the interior expands noticeably to
better accommodate passengers. Under the hood you'll find a choice of three engines. To keep
the buy-in price low, the entry-level example of the Fusion carries the familiar 2. One step up is
a turbocharged 1. But you'll also have to pay extra for this engine, so you'll want to crunch the
numbers to see if it's worth it to you. For maximum performance, Ford has replaced the
Fusion's previous V6 engine with a turbocharged 2. The new turbo 2. This engine is also
available with all-wheel drive, making the Fusion one of the few midsize sedans to offer this
traction-enhancing feature. Technology is at the forefront of the Ford Fusion's redesign. Notable
Fusion features include adaptive cruise control, automated parking assist, blind-spot detection,
the Sync voice command system and the latest generation of MyFord Touch. The latter is a new
addition to the Fusion and utilizes a customizable touchscreen display to control many of the
Fusion's electronic features. It's a cool feature in theory, but we've found MyFord Touch to be
finicky to use, although it has been improved in this newest iteration. Overall, the Fusion's
newfound combination of good looks, competitive fuel economy and features have placed it
right in the mix of the top midsize sedans for You'll see some familiar names here, including the
Honda Accord and Nissan Altima both are also redesigned this year plus the Kia Optima ,
Toyota Camry and Volkswagen Passat. Each of these cars has certain advantages, but
shoppers looking for a family sedan that provides a sharp driving experience, luxury car
options and head-turning looks will make an excellent choice in the Ford Fusion. The Fusion S
comes standard with the 2. Moving up to the Fusion SE gets you inch alloy wheels, exterior
keypad entry, heated mirrors, an eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar , rear air ducts,
a rear fold-down armrest, an enhanced audio interface and satellite radio. The SE is also eligible
for additional optional equipment. The Appearance package Equipment Group A adds inch alloy
wheels, a rear spoiler, foglights, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and special cloth upholstery.
The Luxury package Equipment Group A adds leather upholstery, heated power front seats way
driver, four-way passenger , seat memory settings and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Opting

for the Technology package equips the Fusion with dual-zone automatic climate control, the
MyFord Touch electronics interface with 8-inch central LCD touchscreen and two 4-inch
configurable gauge cluster displays , an upgraded version of Sync, two USB ports, an SD card
reader, RCA video input jacks and a rearview camera. The Fusion Titanium comes standard with
the turbocharged 2. For the SE and Titanium, Ford offers the Luxury Driver Assist package,
which includes automatic high-beam control, a volt power outlet, blind-spot monitoring, rear
cross-traffic alert and lane departure warning and lane assist. Remote ignition is standard on
the Titanium and optional on the SE. A sunroof is optional for both the SE and Titanium. The
rear parking sensors are optional for the SE, while the Titanium can be had with inch wheels.
With the Technology package selected, the Fusion SE and Titanium can also be ordered with a
navigation system, an automated parallel parking system and adaptive cruise control with
collision warning and brake intervention. The Fusion S and SE come standard with a 2. Power is
sent to the front wheels through a six-speed automatic transmission. For the SE, Ford also
offers two additional engine options. The first is a turbocharged 1. The second engine available
is a turbocharged 2. The six-speed automatic is again standard, though the 1. All-wheel drive is
optional for the Titanium as well. In Edmunds track testing, a Ford Fusion 1. The Titanium with
its turbo 2. The 1. The front-wheel-drive 2. The Ford Fusion comes standard with antilock disc
brakes, traction and stability control, front seat side airbags, front knee airbags and side curtain
airbags. The Ford Sync system includes an emergency crash notification feature that
automatically dials when paired with a compatible cell phone. Also standard is Ford's MyKey,
which can be used to set certain parameters for teen drivers. Optional equipment includes
blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, driver drowsiness detection and lane-departure
warning, lane-keep assist, and collision warning with brake intervention. In Edmunds brake
testing, a Fusion Titanium stopped from 60 mph in feet, an average distance for this class of
car. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Fusion the highest possible rating of
"Good" in its frontal-offset, side and roof strength crash tests. Within the crowded segment of
domestic midsize sedans, we had always complimented the Fusion for the most
European-flavored driving experience. The Ford Fusion raises the bar even higher, combining a
comfortable and controlled ride with engaging handling. Electric-assist power steering now
comes standard on all Fusion models. While we've typically found these systems notably
lacking in feel, the Fusion's example proves remarkably communicative, and it's one of the
better versions of this new industry-wide trend. This sedan is confident and composed when
cornering, and very much at the top of its class. The Fusion is also remarkably quiet on the
highway. It's impossible to go wrong with any of the Fusion's three engine choices not to
mention the hybrid models. Even the base engine presents competitive power, while the two
turbocharged engines both provide an appealing blend of fuel efficiency and ample torque.
Inside the cabin, a stylish interior with high-quality materials shows Ford's continuing
dedication to improving the passenger environment. The dashboard and center stack are
uncluttered and tastefully designed, although this look can also come across as a bit stark and
uninviting, especially with the all-black interior. With the highly adjustable power driver seat,
just about everybody should be able to find a comfortable driving position. The passenger seat
is just as supportive, while the split-folding rear seats are well contoured and have plenty of
legroom. One might think that the Fusion's swoopy styling would cut down on rear headroom,
but headroom is comparable to its competition, with enough clearance for normal-size adults.
Even outward visibility to the front has been improved thanks to the new Fusion's relatively
slender front roof pillars. The MyFord Touch system is new to the Fusion this year. As is the
case on other Fords, this interface consists of a main display, supporting gauge cluster
displays and the ability to input commands for various audio, phone and navigation functions
via voice Sync , touch controls or buttons on the steering wheel. It's a smart idea in theory, and
it does provide some nice customization possibilities. Unfortunately, there's a learning curve
involved for the user, and even with Ford's recent updates, we've found the system is prone to
glitches, somewhat slow to respond and has icons that are difficult to locate and press while on
the move. Just because the new Ford Fusion is being touted as a genuine "world car" doesn't
mean much here in America. It's doubtful many people in the U. So the fact that this new Fusion
midsize sedan will be sold in Europe as the Mondeo, and in other parts of the world under yet
even more exotic names, doesn't matter much. What does matter is that Ford thinks this Fusion
is so good that you'll like driving it no matter what part of the world you're from, and that's no
easy task. To achieve this mighty goal, Ford has redesigned the Fusion from its grille to its
tailpipe. Let's go for a ride and see if Mulally and Co. Plenty To Choose From There may be only
one Ford Fusion, but it will come in several different flavors to broaden its appeal when it hits
dealers this fall. Like most sedans in this class, the Fusion will no longer offer a V6 engine.
Instead, there's not one but three different four-cylinder options to choose from, depending on

how much power and efficiency you're looking for. If you want to keep the buy-in price low,
there's a base 2. If efficiency is your main priority, a new turbocharged 1. For maximum power,
the V6 has been effectively replaced by a 2. All three engines drive the front wheels in standard
trim, with all-wheel drive available as an option with the 2. Two hybrid drivetrains standard and
plug-in will be available later on as well. We'll cover each of those Fusion iterations as they
become available. For this first drive, we spent most of our time driving the most fuel-efficient,
and dare we say, the most rewarding-to-drive version, the Ford Fusion SE equipped with the
optional 1. More Stylish, but Not Smaller Few will argue that this Fusion is more handsome than
before, but it's not obvious at first glance how much bigger this car is than its predecessor. The
overall length has grown by just over an inch but the wheelbase by 4. This means overall
interior volume, where people will notice, has ballooned by two cubic feet while the trunk
shrunk by 0. With the exception of rear headroom which remains the same, every passenger
measurement also has increased significantly. Does this expansion make the Fusion any less
fun to drive? Not from our perspective. Through canyon roads the Fusion SE proved it is not
only a well-engineered driver's car, but also a competent cruiser. With ample torque pound-feet
at 2, rpm , excellent throttle response and precise electric-assist steering, if felt perfectly
competent even as we threw more at it than any family sedan should be expected to take.
Guardrails, rocks in the road and cliffs passed us by in a blur without a worry or even a hint of
stability system intervention. Steering weight was moderate and the overall feel was precise. It's
easily one of the sportier midsize sedans in the class, even with the smallest of the three
engines. Speaking of which, the 1. The engine feels underrated, and we'd guess this 3,pound
Fusion SE will sprint to 60 mph in about 7 seconds. Quick and Quiet Despite all the tossing and
turning, the Ford Fusion demonstrated uncommon quiet, poise and compliance. We noticed and
appreciated the Fusion's noise-abatement measures like its slippery shape, acoustic
undercarriage shields and perimeter hood seal. It's remarkably quiet. And unless you're an
audiophile, the base audio system with standard Bluetooth connectivity, satellite radio and iPod
integration via USB will prove entirely sufficient. The SE's driving position is highly adjustable,
with a well-contoured way power-adjustable sport seat and a tilt-and-telescoping
leather-wrapped steering wheel. Even the visibility is good thanks to relatively slender A-pillars
and a small triangular pane of glass at the bottom edge of each front side window. The
dashboard and center stack are fairly uncluttered and tastefully designed, without looking
trendy or awkward with pitifully rendered faux wood. The passenger seat is quite supportive,
but adjusted manually. Competitively Priced When ordered with the base 2. Upgrading to the 1.
If you have a little more to spend there's plenty on the options list. Everything from blind-spot
monitoring with cross-traffic alert, an automated parking system, lane-keeping assist to alert
you if you're drifting and adaptive cruise control with collision warning. Will the World Like It?
So that leaves the question hanging, yet again: Is it enough? Will people be drawn to a Ford
showroom by the attractive new styling, the vastly improved fuel economy and the wide range
of options and features? There's no reason to think otherwise. This Fusion delivers all the
things sedan buyers are looking for in this category, along with a few pleasant extras, like
cutting-edge style and sharp handling. Competitors like the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry
still wear the mainstream looks that have served them well for decades, while this Fusion has
taken a chance on a look that sets it apart from the crowd. Get behind the wheel, however, and
there's nothing daring about the Ford Fusion. It goes about its business the way a family sedan
should. It's quiet, efficient and pleasantly enjoyable to drive. There's plenty of room, too, and an
endless array of technology if you're into that sort of thing. We're not sure if it's enough to keep
the whole world interested, but here in America, this Fusion is as worldly as it needs to be.
Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press
were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford
Fusion. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford
lease specials Check out Ford Fusion lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Finicky MyFord Touch

interface interior design can seem overly stark. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Ford Fusion is fully redesigned.
Highlights include more dramatic styling, improved fuel economy and the addition of the
MyFord Touch electronics interface. Trunk space stands at 16 cubic feet, which is slightly above
average for this class. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I purchased this Fusion
titanium in July when it had 15, miles on it. Now in April it has , miles. Other than routine oil
changes, tires, and a couple of minor dealer recalls the car has been perfect. Still on the original
brake pads all other wear parts. Highly recommended. It is still quiet, solid, and drives perfectly.
I drive about 5, miles per month for my work sales job, and average over 30 miles a gallon every
tankful. Read less. So far loving my new Fusion! I was wanting a roomier car. The Fusion drives
very nice. The interior is very quiet! About the only noise you hear is the engine getting up to
speed. So far as far as fuel mileage I just took a trip over the weekend and on mph interstate
roads I got Does anyone else have the 1. The only recommendation I would have is the
passenger seat sits a little low to the ground so maybe have height adjustable seats? Other
than that no complaints about the car! Not a bad little 4-banger. First of all, this is a 4cyl, and it's
going to shift like a 4cyl. The difference is in the EcoBoost engine. When getting on the
highway, this thing really has a lot of pep and get-up-and-go. The ride is so comfortable I've had
people say it rides like a Merc, very smooth, very nice. Mine has a tendency to get "stuck" after
reading a text message and I have to switch the radio on and off again to reset it. It doesn't
always hear my voice properly when telling it simple stuff like, "call dad" Call dad I don't have a
funny accent either I speak perfect English. Defeats the purpose of hands-free when I have to
stop and look at my phone to find the contact I want my car to call. Yes, we're spoiled, 5 years
ago this didn't exist. The transmission sometimes has problems finding the right gear to sit in
on inclines, but it's active assist on the descent saves your brakes and makes up for it. My
husband is 6'1" and lbs, he fits in the front seats very comfortably, not so much in the back
though. I feel bad when I have to stick him back there in favor of my mother. An Honest,
thorough review on my Ford Fusion. Duncan G. I bought my 1. Last summer I took it on a 4, mile
road trip from Minnesota to Arizona and back with zero issues. I got a combined MPG of Pros:
-Relatively good highway mileage around mpg. If I am careful, I can get up to 36 average. You
can limit the top speed, set a max stereo volume, and have the audio system muted until the
driver and front passenger are wearing seatbelts. Cons: -I live in Duluth, MN. Which is pretty
good for a 1. Fortunately, Ford replaced the part for me with no charge. I definitely recommend
it to anyone looking for a reliable, stylish family sedan at a low price. See all reviews of the Used
Ford Fusion. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Fusion. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Fusion. Overview Overview Most Popular. SE 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 6-speed automatic. Fuel tank
capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature
digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes 4 one-touch power windows yes Heated
mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Rear hip Room Rear leg
room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored
cars related to the Fusion. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes
multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front
suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr.
Inventory See Fusion Inventory. Sign Up. See Fusion Inventory. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

